
 

 
 

Service for the printing industry 

Without precision in the mechanics  

 → no precision in electronics 

(HK) Today's printing presses are usually equipped with highly dynamic control systems. This guaran-

tees that standardised register and ink density values are quickly achieved. 

However, another element plays a crucial role, particularly in the plate cylinder section of newspaper 

presses. Newspaper presses in the so-called XXL format today have up to six plates in width and two 

in circumference, whereas in standard format there are usually four in width and two in circumference. 

Each of these plates is positioned individually on the plate cylinder - manually, semi-automatically or 

fully automatically. 

The final precision of the position of the printing plates depends on the register pins. On the one hand, 

these are high-precision, wear-resistant elements, but on the other hand, they are also elements that 

are mounted and measured with the highest precision. 

PrintHouseService GmbH (PHS) has taken these elements in particular and today offers these spare 

parts, as well as installation and positioning with specially optimised devices. 

On the XXL-Colorman in Bolzano, for example, it was possible to achieve excellent colour register 

across the width of 6 plates despite the large web width. 

Sigmung Pernter, technical manager of newspaper presses and newspaper dispatch, and head of in-

house workshops: After running our Colorman press line for around seven years we realised that it was 

becoming increasingly difficult to maintain the high quality standards demanded of our colour register 

solely via the electronic systems. After replacing the register pins with the PHS we can again show an 

optimal result over 6 plates in width. 

Athesia Druck in Bolzano offers professional printing at the highest level. Diversity, reliability, customer 

proximity: for 130 years Athesia Druck has stood for convincing quality at a fair price-performance ratio. 

South Tyrol's largest print shop with around 200 qualified employees offers the daily newspaper, the 

latest bestseller, wall calendars, personal greeting cards, elaborately designed short runs and much 

more. Most processing steps are carried out directly in-house. Large print runs and complex projects 

are handled by Athesia Druck, while small, fine print jobs are handled by Ferrari-Auer Druck, which 

belongs to the group.  

Social commitment is very important to Athesia. Every year, for example, around 60 apprentices and 

trainees gain their first professional experience in the various Athesia companies.  


